Patient Use of Secure Messaging

Monitoring the use of secure messaging by patients over time is one way to measure the success of the implementation of secure messaging functionality, which may be made available through a patient portal or a personal health record (PHR).

Category: Patient Adoption, Knowledge or Attitudes Measures

Quality Domain: Patient Centeredness

Current Findings in the Literature: One of the six Institute of Medicine (IOM) recommendations aimed at redesigning health care includes making health care more personalized and patient-centric.¹ Electronic communication in the form of secure messaging can play a role in meeting this recommendation. Recognizing these advantages, the IOM includes electronic patient-provider communication as a core function of an electronic health record (EHR).² Secure messaging applications, which may be available through patient portals or PHRs, allow patients and their health care providers to securely send messages back and forth. In addition, some systems can create structured messages and triage them to appropriate staff.³,⁴ Messaging may be used for administrative functions, such as requesting medication refills, inquiring about test results or referral requests, or for conducting medical consultations (i.e., an e-visit) for nonurgent issues.

The benefits of this asynchronous form of communication include avoiding multiple missed phone calls between patients and clinical and administrative staff,⁵ providing better documentation of communication as electronic copies of messages can be attached or imported into the medical record,⁶ and eliminating unnecessary face-to-face provider visits that may be time-consuming and financially burdensome for patients.⁷,⁸ Monitoring the use of secure messaging by patients over time is an initial measure to determine the success of the implementation of the application; before the impact of the application can be evaluated, its feasibility and use must be determined to see whether people will use it and if modifications to the tool are necessary. Since some providers fear that they may be overwhelmed by electronic requests,³, ⁹,¹⁰ with the introduction of secure messaging, it may be important for organizations to monitor the type and frequency of its use.

An important and potential impact of the use of secure messaging is improved access to one’s health care provider and office. In a system that provided secure and clinically structured Web-based, provider-patient communication services, 2,275 total incoming messages were received from 826 patients during the 5-month study period.⁴ Of these, 398 were consults, 175 appointment requests, 120 test result requests, 112 medication refill requests, and 78 referral requests. In addition, over 75 percent of their patients believed secure messaging improved access to their provider. In conjunction with this analysis, the researchers also found that provider productivity did not decrease and that providers did not feel inundated with electronic patient messages.

Similarly, in a retrospective, cross-sectional study of patient use of secure messaging, researchers found that patients used secure messaging for medication refill requests (44 messages per 1,000 members),
patient-provider clinical messages (31 messages per 1,000 members), and appointment requests (12 messages per 1,000 members). Finally, in a retrospective, case-control study that examined telephone and electronic message volume, researchers found that the mean per-day case telephone volume was 18.2 percent lower (21.61 versus 26.43, p = .002) after the implementation of secure messaging for those providers whose clinics were using secure messaging compared to those that were not.11

**Source of Data for the Measure:** Messaging logs from PHRs, portals, stand-alone secure messaging applications or EHRs.

**Methodology for Measurement**

**Study Design #1:** Time series

**Evaluation #1:** Track use of secure messaging at set points in time after implementation of messaging functionality.

**Study Design #2:** Randomized control trial

**Evaluation #2:** Compare use of secure messaging between control and intervention clinics. Depending on the type of organization, evaluators may be able to randomize clinics to intervention (i.e., those using the secure messaging function) or control (i.e., those not using the secure messaging function) group for comparison.

**Analysis Considerations**

Several issues should be addressed before proceeding with an analysis plan:

1. Your data collection and analysis plan should be based on sound methodology. To achieve valid, robust results, consider using the input of a trained statistician to determine sample size and appropriate statistical techniques. It is not uncommon to begin analyzing data, only to find the original statistical plan was flawed, leaving you with data that is inadequate for analysis.

2. A simple chart or graph that visually displays secure messaging use over time is an effective way to communicate this information to stakeholders.

3. Similar to verbal encounters, electronic encounters may require a series of information exchanges between the patient and the provider. Instead of an aggregate count of messages, evaluators may want to conduct a more detailed analysis, by looking at a set of messages, also known as a thread, to help them evaluate the potential impact of secure messaging on provider workload and implications for provider compensation.12

4. Organizations may also want to track call volume to determine whether secure messaging supplanted phone calls.

5. If organizations want to evaluate message content, they will need to invest resources in extracting messaging content. This effort will be less intensive if the secure messaging system can create structured messages.

**Relative Cost:** Low, if the health IT systems’ user logs track secure messaging. However, if organizations want to evaluate message content, resources will be required to extract message content.

**Potential Risks:** As with any technology, provider and administrative use of secure messaging may be influenced by the design and implementation of the technology; if the technology has not been appropriately piloted and training has not been adequately provided, its overall use may be impacted.
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